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Temporary Expansion of Online Services
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In response to the COVID-19 emergency declarations, DMV has temporarily expanded the scope of online services now available to citizens through the online 
portal. These changes will be effective at start of business on Wednesday, March 25th.

• Citizens may process a duplicate/renewal online if they are between the ages of 17 and 75, for identification cards, driver’s licenses, and commercial 
driver’s licenses (hazmat still required).

• Citizens may process a 4-year renewal online, even if they previously had an 8-year renewal.

• Citizens with an imposed medical condition requirement may renew online.

• Commercial driver’s license holders are eligible to renew or request a duplicate through the online portal (hazmat still required) as long as there are no 
changes to CDL endorsements or restrictions. CDL holders are encouraged to refer to the Expanded Emergency Declaration under 49 CFR § 390.23 No. 
2020-002 (Relating to COVID-19) for requirement waivers for transporting essential supplies, goods, equipment, and/or persons.

• Citizens may call 208-334-8736 to process a change of address and request a duplicate/renewal credential over the telephone with a DMV agent. All 
citizens are encouraged to use the online portal, but telephone processing is available if assistance is needed.

DMV has also temporarily paused medical exam suspensions and medical certificate downgrades in response to the COVID-19 emergency 
declarations.

• Customers with a Medical Requirement (generally non-CDL related), such as an annual physical, will no longer be suspended at this time if they are 
unable to see their physician or optometrist. Please do not change any dates in the customer record. Once this emergency ends, this requirement will be 
imposed. If you run into a BVR related to this while processing a renewal, please contact Driver’s Licensing at ITD.

• CDL Holders with expired medical certifications are not being downgraded and are allowed to renew or replace their CDL at this time. Again, once this 
emergency ends, this requirement will be imposed and if you run into a BVR related to this while processing a renewal, please contact Driver’s Licensing 
at ITD.

• AAMVA and Law Enforcement will receive a valid driver and certification status, but the Med Cert portion will show past the expiration date.




